
Qualtrics University  

 
We are looking for graduating economics students to join our Qualtrics University Team!  This unique 
opportunity will allow you to spend each day working one-on-one with some of the world's top minds and 
leading researchers.  
 
A few perks of the job:  
-Tremendous internal growth opportunities: This team is designed to help you launch your career 
(whether that’s here at Qualtrics or by preparing you for grad school) 
-Learn and develop new technical skills (coding, research and analytics tools and software, survey 
design…)  
-Work in a dynamic and fast-paced environment: Check out this video to see our office 
-Be a part of and incredibly high performing and collaborative team with recent graduates from top 
universities all over the country  
 
To learn more and to submit an application, please follow this link: 
Product Specialist Job Description and Application  
 

 

Corporate Sales  

 
We are also looking for graduating economics students to join our corporate sales team at Qualtrics. If 
you’re looking for a place to grow, our team members are promoted within their first year. We want to 
invest in you. Our accelerated training and development program will get you the valuable skills you need 
to consult clients and make an impact.  
 
Corporate sales is professional consulting. It's business strategy. It's the communication and negotiation 
of value. It's working with other professionals to solve some of the most pressing problems facing their 
business today. 
 
A career in sales provides you: 
-Unrivaled autonomy 
-Uncapped earning potential  
-Opportunities to consult top brands in virtually every industry  
 
So if you're ready to take on one of the most rewarding endeavors of your life, solve hard problems and 
start your career off on a rocket ship, corporate sales at Qualtrics may be right for you.  
 
To learn more and submit an application to our sales positions, please follow these links: 
Software Sales Representative 
Panels Sales Representative  
 

 
Please follow the links below to learn a bit more about us. 
A startup to bet your career on 
A video to learn more about what Qualtrics does  
 
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Christian Page at christianp@qualtrics.com  
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